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    第四章在分析我国职务犯罪侦查权制度缺陷的基础上，提出了改革我国现行
职务犯罪侦查权制度的几点构想。 






























As an organ of legal supervision power, prosecutorial organ performs the 
function of scouting official crimes. It is an important function of prosecutorial organ 
to scout official crimes. And the power of investigation is an important part of the 
legal supervision function of prosecutorial organ. For many years, the prosecutorial 
organ has been playing an important role in scouting official crimes, promoting social 
harmony and protection of human rights. In recent years, as the progress of reform of 
prosecutorial organ system, scholars and practitioners have analyzed deeply and 
comprehensively as to whether the power of investigation should be kept in the 
prosecutorial organ and how the system of scout power should be perfected. In this 
thesis, the writer analyzes the legal origins, nature and characteristics of the power of 
investigation on official crimes. And based on analysis of the juridical practices in the 
world, the writer points out it is reasonable and of significances to endow 
prosecutorial organ with the power of investigation on official crimes. At last, the 
writer advances some suggestions as to how to perfect the system of power of 
investigation on official crimes. 
The thesis consists of the parts of preface, text and conclusion. The text is 
divided into four chapters. 
Chapter One introduces the definition and nature of the power of investigation on 
official crimes of prosecutorial organ, and analyzes the system of power of 
investigation on official crimes of prosecutorial organ, and discusses the 
characteristics of the power of investigation. And then, this chapter introduces the 
debates on power of investigation on official crimes of prosecutorial organ in China. 
Chapter Two introduces the system of investigation on official crimes in foreign 
countries and areas. In this chapter, the writer analyzes mode of allocation of power of 
investigation on official crimes, mode of relations of subjects and objects of power of 
investigation on official crimes, independence of subjects of power of investigation on 
official crimes, special procedures of official crimes, and supervision on subjects of 
power of investigation on official crimes in foreign countries and areas. 
Chapter Three discusses the reasonability and significances of power of 














it is reasonable and of significances to endow prosecutorial organ with the power of 
investigation on official crimes. 
Finally, in the last chapter advances some suggestions as to how to perfect the 
system of power of investigation on official crimes. 
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对赋予和完善我国检察机关职务犯罪侦查权的思考  2 
 
第一章  我国检察机关职务犯罪侦查权制度概述 
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